Party Smart
It’s not Rocket Science.
In Colorado, you are considered to be impaired and it is illegal to drive if your blood alcohol content (BAC) is .05% (.02% if you are under 21). If your BAC is .08% or higher, you are considered to be intoxicated. “BAC” is a form of measurement used to determine the concentration of alcohol in your bloodstream and is one factor used to assess the level of an individual’s intoxication. However, there are several other factors that contribute to a person’s level of intoxication, such as body type, the quantity and rate of consumption, your metabolism, and even how much sleep you have had. It is important to be aware that alcohol is eliminated from your body much more slowly than it is absorbed, so it is easy to accumulate a high BAC in a short period of time. Be aware of how much and how quickly you are drinking – you don’t want to wind up on the wrong end of a breathalyzer.
That’s a NUISANCE...

If you host or refuse to leave a party that is a nuisance to the neighborhood, you and your roommates can be subject to a nuisance party ticket. A nuisance party is a gathering of two or more people where there is a violation of one or more municipal ordinances, including any noise or alcohol/keg violations, urinating in public, littering, trespassing, etc. Consequences include fines up to $1,000, jail up to 90 days, mandatory court appearance, review by CU Student Conduct, court fees, community service, liability for property and personal injury damages, and suspension from CU after two alcohol-related violations. It doesn’t take a lot to get a nuisance party ticket, so keep people inside and the noise down.

Register

Avoid nuisance party tickets by registering your Friday or Saturday night party with Off-Campus Housing & Neighborhood Relations. Stop by the UMC, room 313, and provide the office with your student ID, two phone numbers, and the address of your party. (You must live at the address being registered.) Parties must be registered by noon on Friday. Your information is then passed on to Boulder Dispatch. If a noise complaint is made on your house the night of the party, dispatch will call and give you a warning. You will then have 20 minutes to shut the party down. So long as the party is shut down, the police are not notified. If a second complaint is made following those 20 minutes, you will get a ticket.

In 2011-2012, 385 parties were registered. Of those houses, 0 were issued a nuisance party ticket.

FORGET FIREWORKS

It's not the Fourth of July. The possession, manufacture, storage, sale, handling and use of fireworks in Boulder are prohibited. This provision includes sparklers, snaps, bottle rockets, Roman candles, and smoke bombs. You may also be held responsible for fireworks used by roommates and guests. If you get caught with fireworks, possible penalties include fines up to $1,000, possible jail time, court fees, possible arson charges and personal injury damages, as well as review by CU Student Conduct.

Most Common Complaints

The most likely reason for your neighbors to complain is because of noise. Often times individuals don't realize how far noise will travel. Give your neighbors your phone number and tell them they can call you if there is an issue. Don't forget that your neighbors aren't just to your right and left, but across the street and behind your house, as well.

Disruption of Quiet Enjoyment of the Home

At any time of day, loud or unruly conduct that disrupts another person in his or her home is subject to a ticket.

Unreasonable Noise

After 11pm in a residential neighborhood any music, conversation, or other noise that can be heard from more than 100ft away from your house could result in a noise ticket.

In 2011-2012, 385 parties were registered. Of those houses, 0 were issued a nuisance party ticket.

Unlike a nuisance party ticket, registration is FREE. You don't want the cops to stop by, so limit your chance of that happening. Here's the fine print: Party Registration does not protect you or your guests against any other violations including open containers, MIPs or public urination. After three warning calls your house will be banned from Party Registration for the remainder of the semester, and the semester following.
SMART PARTY TIPS

1. Let your neighbors know you intend to have a party and give them your phone number. It’s both polite and smart to let your neighbors know they can call you, rather than the police, if they have a concern about your party.

2. Designate a non-drinking party host to keep an eye out. Ask a roommate or friend to stay sober and keep tabs on noise, limit access at the door, and keep the party from getting out of control.

3. Keep the noise down and consider registering your party. The number one reason police are called to a party is because of noise. Keep people inside and windows closed.

4. Kegs attract police attention. The best place for a keg is inside the house. It is illegal in Boulder to have a keg on your front porch or in your yard.

5. Always provide food and non-alcoholic drinks. You can be ticketed and sanctioned by CU Student Conduct if underage people are drinking at your party. Have alternative beverages.

6. Know your guests. You are legally responsible for the actions of everyone at the party. If somebody leaves your party drunk and causes a death or injury, you can be held accountable.

7. Keep the party to a reasonable size. “Reasonable” means everybody fits in the space you have – not in the driveway, or in the neighbor’s yard.

8. Never let a guest leave the party with a drink in his or her hand. Open containers in any public space are illegal in Boulder. It’s also an easy way to get an MIP ticket.

9. Work with law enforcement. If you should happen to get a knock on the door from the police, just cooperate. Rather than arguing and getting multiple tickets, be polite. You may get just a warning.

10. Clean up. If there are red cups, cigarette butts, or other litter in your yard following the party, you may receive a trash ticket. Keep a trash can out during the party for empty bottles.

Why Stop?

There are three main reasons why the cops will stop you or your party:

**Complaints:** If a complaint it made to dispatch, Boulder police are required to investigate. If you register your party however, you may avoid police contact (assuming the complaint was noise based and there are no other violations).

**Violations:** If police notice a violation it is their duty to stop and address the issue. Even though it’s one party, you could be violating multiple ordinances. Keep your cool with the police and you may only end up with a warning or just one ticket.

**Your Safety:** Officers will stop if they are concerned for your safety. If you are walking home after a party and the police notice that you are stumbling or acting unusual, they will stop you. If you can tell them your name, where you came from, and your address, they are more likely to just let you go home.

About Us

Off-Campus Housing & Neighborhood Relations is a function of CU Student Government and supports approximately 22,000 CU students living off-campus.

Our office helps students find off-campus housing and roommates through our online rental database, Ralphie’s List, and our annual housing fairs. We also have an attorney available for free legal consultations pertaining to your rights as a tenant.

If you have any questions about off-campus living, please stop by the office. Appointments can be made with our attorney on Tuesdays and Fridays.

**Location:** UMC, room 313
**Phone:** 303-492-7053
**Email:** och@colorado.edu
**Website:** offcampushousing.colorado.edu